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 EDITORIAL             
 
“There is a crowd ahead,” I said, “at the public boards.”
“They seem angry,” he said.
(Magicians of Gor)                                                                        

This is a reprint of an earlier editorial.

As I searched for a topic for this weeks editorial, it suddenly came to me what to write 
about. Civility, kindness and unselfishness are things that seldom get mentioned in Gor. 
However, they do exist.

I saw a slave helping an old man down the street. I saw a Free Man open the door for a 
Free Woman. I have seen Warriors giving their life for their brother and Home Stone. All of 



these are examples of civility, kindness and unselfishness. 

As Goreans we are survivalists. Gor is a hard and non-forgiving world. You have to be 
strong to just survive. However, you can be strong and still have civility. You can be strong 
and still show some kindness. 

When going about your normal daily activities in the city, show civility and kindness to your 
fellow citizen. It will make the whole city stronger.

Any  news, articles, poems, gossip, schedules, paintings, jokes you have, please send 
them to the editor. You are looking for a free companion, a slave, an assassin? 
Advertisements are very welcome.

Sherman Easterwood
Praetor of Landa

 ______________________________________________

CITY NEWS AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
________________

- LANDA SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY
Red Caste meeting (05/02/2012, 2.30 pm  SLT)
Hall of the warrior's building

Red Caste training in the Arena

FRIDAY 
(05/04/2012)

Meeting HoY slaves only, HoY  Kennel (05/04/2012, 1 pm SLT) 
Topic: Gorean Time, Money and Measurements

Free training in the Arena (3.30 pm SLT)
Visitors are very welcome! 

SATURDAY
(05/05/2012, 2 pm SLT)

2nd Landa Swim and Dive Competition

[1st prize: 1000 L$, 2nd 500 L$, 3rd: 200 L$, rules below, all free and slaves can join.]
Start: in front ot the Black Giani Inn, main place

SUNDAY

Homestone Swearing Ceremony for New Citizens of Landa
(05/06/2012, 2 pm SLT)



Hall of the Admin's building

- NEWS

UBAR'S LETTER TO LANDA'S CITIZENS

Citizens of Landa:

Your Ubar has been working hard to protect Landa and find a solution to the current war. A 
solution was offered to Fina but both Fina and the Southern Trade Alliance has  refused to 
accept any of the 3 proposals of your Ubar. In addition they tried, in typical Southern Trade 
Alliance fashion, to tell Landa who and who not they could declare war on. Landa is a 
sovereign city and will defend herself as she see fit. We will not allow those that attack us 
to hide behind the farce of the Southern Trade Alliance.

The actions of the Southern Trade Alliance,  are not of a trade organization. Landa will not 
withdraw the Declaration of War upon the STA, but will continue to devote all it's resources 
to ensure an end to this conflict that is beneficial to Landa.  

Let's review what has brought us to this point:

- Turia,   a member of the Southern Trade Alliance and with it's full support, declared war 
on Landa for no reason some months ago [October 2010]

- Fina voted Landa out of the Southern Trade Alliance 

- Port Meqara voted Landa out of the Southern Trade Alliance

- Port Meqara was allied of Landa and betrayed us and did not follow the code of the 
warriors. The 97th Aphorism in the Codes of the scarlet caste: "What is invisible but more 
beautiful than diamonds?" - "Honor". To betray allies means to show no honor at all.

- Fina has declined all proposals of Landa to stop the hostilities.

- Fina, Port Meqara, Turia, Thentis, Midas and Sulport attacked Landa without having 
declared war - but they failed.

THEY NOW EXPECT US TO SIT QUIETLY BY ON A CUSHION AND DO NOTHING?

Now, in another act of dishonor, The Southern Trade Alliance has voted to not recognize 
the Declaration of War from Landa. 

That is their choice. It shows them for who they truly are. They would rather lay in their furs 
and fur their slaves,  while Landa continues to defend itself.

 In summary Landa will continue to defend itself, the city and our citizens. Landa will not 
bow to threats, from 1 or multiple cites. As your Ubar, I promise you, that your city will act 
with honor during this conflict.

In a genous and honoroble act, the Ubar has decided to honor a cease fire with Fina for 
now.



Yuroki Uriza
Ubar of the honorable and honest City of Landa !

Paperwork made by lady Dez, Head scribe of Landa

SPEECH OF UBAR RARIUS YUROKI TO THE TROOPS

Warriors of Landa love to fight, traditionally. All real Landanians love the sting and clash of 
battle. You are here for three reasons. First, because you are here to defend your 
homestone. Second, you are here for your own self respect and honor, because you would 
not want to be anywhere else. Third, you are here because you are real gorean men and 
all real men like to fight. Landa will not tolerate a loser. Landa despise cowards. Landa 
play to win all of the time. I do not give a bosk shit for a man who prefers to fur slaves 
instead to defend his homestone. That’s why Landa have never lost nor will ever lose a 
war; for the very idea of losing is hateful to a Landanian.

You are not all going to die. Death must not be feared. Death, in time, comes to all men. 
Yes, every man is scared in his first battle. If he says he’s not, he’s a liar. Some men are 
cowards but they fight the same as the brave men or they get the hell slammed out of 
them watching men fight who are just as scared as they are. The real hero is the man who 
fights even though he is scared. Some men get over their fright in an ehn under fire. For 
some, it takes an ahn. For some, it takes days. But a real man will never let his fear of 
death overpower his honor, his sense of duty to his homestone, and his innate manhood. 
Battle is the most magnificent competition in which a man being can indulge. It brings out 
all that is best and it removes all that is base. Landanians pride themselves on being He 
Men and they ARE He Men. Remember that the enemy is just as frightened as you are, 
and probably more so. They are not supermen.

Alertness must be bred into every member of the red caste. I don’t give a fuck for a man 
who’s not always on his toes. You are ready for what’s to come. A man must be alert at all 
times if he expects to stay alive. If you’re not alert, sometime, an outlaw of Port Meqara or 
one of the sleens of Fina is going to sneak up behind you and beat you to death with a 
sockful of bosk shit!

An army is a team. It lives, sleeps, eats, and fights as a team. This individual heroic stuff is 
pure Kaiila shit.

We have the finest food, the finest equipment, the best spirit, and the best men in Gor. My 
men don’t surrender. I don’t want to hear of any warrior under my command being 
captured unless he has been hit. Even if you are hit, you can still fight back. That’s not just 
bosk shit either. The kind of man that I want in my command is just like the lieutenant, 
who, with a blade against his chest, jerked off his helmet, swept the sword aside with one 
hand, and busted the hell out of the enemy with his helmet. Then he jumped on the shield 
and went out and killed another enemy before they knew what the hell was coming off. 
And, all of that time, this man had an arrow through a lung. There was a real man.

Each man must not think only of himself, but also of his buddy fighting beside him. We 
don’t want yellow cowards in this army. They should be killed off like urts. If not, they will 
go home after this war and breed more cowards. The brave men will breed more brave 



men. Kill off the damned cowards and we will have a homestone of brave men.

Don’t forget, you men don’t know that I’m here.  No mention of that fact is to be made in 
any letters. The world is not supposed to know what the hell happened to me. I’m not 
supposed to be commanding this army. Some day I want to see them raise up on their 
piss-soaked hind legs and howl, “Priest Kings, it’s the damned Landa army again and that 
son-of-a-fucking-slave Yuroki.”

Sure, we want to go home. We want this war over with. The quickest way to get it over with 
is to go get the bastards who started it. The quicker they are whipped, the quicker we can 
go home.

When a man is lying in a shell hole, if he just stays there all day, an enemy will get to him 
eventually. The hell with that idea. The hell with taking it. My men don’t dig holes. I don’t 
want them to. Keep moving. And don’t give the enemy time to dig one either. We’ll win this 
war, but we’ll win it only by fighting and by showing the enemies that we’ve got more guts 
than they have; or ever will have. We’re not going to just shoot the sons-of-slaves, we’re 
going to rip out their living damned guts and use them to grease the sheats of our blades. 
War is a bloody, killing business. You’ve got to spill their blood, or they will spill yours. Rip 
them up the belly. When shells are hitting all around you and you wipe the dirt off your face 
and realize that instead of dirt it’s the blood and guts of what once was your best friend 
beside you, you’ll know what to do!

I don’t want to get any messages saying, “I am holding my position.” We are not holding a 
damned thing. Let the enemies do that. We are advancing constantly and we are not 
interested in holding onto anything, except the enemy’s balls. We are going to twist his 
balls and kick the living shit out of him all of the time. Our basic plan of operation is to 
advance and to keep on advancing regardless of whether we have to go over, under, or 
through the enemy. We are going to go through him like crap through a goose; like shit 
through a tin horn!

From time to time there will be some complaints that we are pushing our people too hard. I 
don’t give a good damn about such complaints. I believe in the old and sound rule that an 
ounce of sweat will save a gallon of blood. The harder WE push, the more enemies we will 
kill. The more enemies we kill, the fewer of our men will be killed. Pushing means fewer 
casualties. I want you all to remember that.

There is one great thing that you men will all be able to say after this war is over and you 
are home once again. You may be thankful that twenty years from now when you are 
sitting by the fireplace with your grandson on your knee and he asks you what you did in 
the great war, you WON’T have to cough, shift him to the other knee and say, “Well, your 
Granddaddy furred slaves in Landa.” No, Sir, you can look him straight in the eye and say, 
“Son, your Granddaddy rode with the Great Landa Army and a Son-of-a-damned-slave 
named Rarius Yuroki.”

LETTER TO: ADMIN OF FINA
From: Ubar of Landa
 
Landa has confirmation, from members of the STA, that the STA is ONLY a trade and not a 
military alliance. However, it continues to ignore trade and function as a military 



organization under the current leadership.

I propose we meet, on neutral ground, to discuss the end of the war between Fina and 
Landa. I have 3 proposals, any of which, is acceptable. 

First Proposal - Fina leaves the STA without a comment

I propose this solution based on the following:

- Fina is Vosk League and the Vosk League can do more for Fina than the STA, since Fina 
is not southern.
- Murat, the former Ubar of fina, started to be hostile against Landa, the current 
administration of Fina has nothing to do with that. 
- There is no advantage for Fina to be member of the STA.
THIS IS NOT A WAR BETWEEN LANDA AND THE VOSK LEAGUE BUT A WAR 
BETWEEN LANDA AND THE STA. 

Second Proposal - Fina does not leave the STA but withdraws the military support for Port 
of Meqara and declares itself neutral during this conflict between Landa and the STA. If 
Fina does this, Landa will not attack Fina and its allies, only Port Meqara and other cities 
of the STA.

Third Proposal – Work to have other members of the STA vote to restore Landa’s 
membership in the STA and vote Turia “The Ar Of The South” OUT. 

As stated previously in this document, any of the 3 above proposals are acceptable to 
Landa.
 
Landa requests a written reply within ine hand of receiving this proposal.

LETTER TO: THE UBAR OF LANDA
From: The Admin of Benevolent Fina

Benevolent Fina has no plans to dissolve it's Southern Trade Alliance Membership or 
withdrawl military support from it's allied shores of Port Meqara. Since the Southern Trade 
Alliance (STA) is not a military entity, but a trade entity sworn to continue and protect the 
continuity of Free and liberal trade along the Mighty River Vosk, it cannot be declared war 
upon collectively. In turn, the Southern Trade Alliance does not collectively declare war 
upon any home stone or village of Gor. Thus, the Southern Trade Alliance has voted to not 
recognize the false war Landa declares upon the organization known as the Southern 
Trade Alliance. Each Delegate Member of the Southern Trade Alliance will continue to act 
upon and towards the City of Landa as their own government see fit.

Signed by my hand this day, 
4/27/2012  

Az Barrett, Administrator ; Benevolent Fina



FOR SLAVE OWNERS

ALL SLAVES captured or brought into the city must have a medical examination before the 
slave is allowed to serve any free. Until said examination is complete and recorded with 
the physicians seal on the document the slave must remain in thier owners chambers. the 
owner has one hand (five earth days) to comply or  the slave becomes ward of the state.

AND REMEMBER, anyone can challenge your ownership of a slave if you do not have an 
owners certificate from the city.

~Lady Dez

________________

THE LANDA  SOCIAL  SCENE

- LANDA DANCE COMPETITION

by Sherman, Praetor of Landa, and Bee, scribe slave and HoY accountant

The docks were thronged with people and kajira in crates kajira  on chains all manner of 
people coming to the dance of landa Some in strange dress must have been from very 
distant lands.

Blanca the escort was faster than the larl at escorting the free to the arena even though 
some did end up in the water Still not sure if they fell or were pushed 

Master Targa was adjusting cushions, the physician was on hand to treat the injured and to 
host the contest the lady of many talents .

The lady Dahiyah 

[13:02]  Lady Dahiyah (esme22) shouts: I would like to begin the day by thanking our 
judges, Sir Kerok Hirmura (Keith Chrome) of the CIty of Rorus, of GoR, Sir Blaze, Blaze 
Seattle of Kalana Fjord Village, and orial (Celadori Sakai) slave of Black Ort and the dance 
instructor at The Gorean University, for their time and skills.

Each girl's dance is printed  here for your enjoyment.

[15:07]  Lady Dez (dezire.sciarri) shouts: When then Results are in, Sir Sherman 
Easterwood, our Preator, will announce the winners and hand out the prizes.

Now while the crowd await the judges. Comments are passed and a few warriors placed 
bets on their favorite girl 

[15:12]  Sherman Easterwood shouts: In fifth place with a price of $500L Kyra Msarko
[15:13]  Sherman Easterwood shouts: In fourth place with a price of $500L Aniya Blaisdale



[15:13]  Sherman Easterwood shouts: In third place with a price of $2,000L and a $500L 
gift card to Arachne Silks is Angel
[15:14]  Sherman Easterwood shouts: In second place with a pize of $3,000L and a $1000 
gift card to Arachne Silks is MaryClaire Davidov
[15:15]  Sherman Easterwood shouts: In first place, with a prize of $5,000L and a $2,500 
gift card to Arachne Silks is PocketPusssy Bikergrrl

- LANDA's BIG DANCE COMPETITION AND THE PROBLEM WITH WILMEANA 

Today, the 5th day of the second hand of the month of Hesius, Landa hosted the biggest 
dance competition yet.. The city enjoyed many visitors and and at times we felt the earth 
move.  We only had one complained, and I shall get to it in a moment. 

First, I would like to thank Lady Dahiyah. She was amazing as Hostess. I would also like to 
thank lilith for an outstanding performance. This was her very first dance in Gor. I hope we 
will see many more of her performances.  Even our Ubar was apart of her dance. I jumped 
as I heard the sound of his whip.. It was a great dance.. Well done Lilith.

Unfortunately Leera was absent. It was very disappointing since I looked forward to her 
dance as well.

So, I must speak about the complained. I heard our Farmer's Bosk Wilmeana.. I believe 
that is her name, is suffering from shock. Perhaps from the loud music, or the jumping of 
the girls. It seems, since we moved the dance pit near the arena, it was also near the farm. 

Needless to say our Farmer is considering filing a complaint since  wilameana has not 
given any milk and therefore we will not be able to get cheese, butter and other milk items 
today.  He also claims that his pockets are suffering the consequences.

I suggest the girls visit the farm and talk softly to her, perhaps that will help relax 
wilameana. I would also suggest a warm massage of her flanks. I heard that this is a 
soothing method to calm a high spirited beast. 

Our High Slaver had another suggestion, but I don't think it is polite for a Lady to repeat it.

Overall, today went splendidly and we already look forward to the next event.

~Lady Dez

A FREE WOMEN'S VIEW ON PRIORITY

by JJ

I have just had a worrying conversation with another Citizen of Landa and wish to express 
my concern.  This Citizen informed me that as they are not a warrior  then in the event of 
an attack they would try to save their own property in favour of trying to save another 
citizen.  I find this very worrying and wonder how many others feel the same way. I can not 
contemplate anyone walking past an injured Citizen of any caste in order to save ones 



own property. My art is my life here at Landa, until i am a trained scribe it is only my art 
that defines me. However if my shop was on fire and i could still save it, but i saw that a 
Citizen of even the lowest caste was in mortal danger than i would not hesitate to help 
them, even at the risk of my own life. Property can be replaced, life can not.  My order of 
priority in this sort of event would always be, A free person Landa Citizen or visitor, a slave, 
other property. I really can not understand the outlook of anyone who would think 
differently, especially in these difficulty time for Landa.

LANDA COMMANDER AND HIS FREE COMPANION RENEW THEIR COMPANIONSHIP

Sir Tara and Lady Asti renewed their companionship in Landa. It was a grand event 
attended by Landa citizens and many visitors from other cities. Landa Head Scribe, Lady 
Dezire Sciarri officiated the ribbon ceremony. The entire ceremony and paintings are 
printed here for your enjoyment.

- SECOND LANDA SWIM AND DIVE COMPETITION

First day of the fourth Hand of the month of Hesius
(Saturday, 05/05/2012, 2 pm SLT)

[1st prize: 1000 L$, 2nd 500 L$, 3rd: 200 L$, rules below, all free and slaves can join.]
Start: in front ot the Black Giani Inn, main place

_______________________________________________

CASTE REPORTS LANDA

________________________

BLUE CASTE

The Blue Caste is available to the citizens of Landa, to help them in many ways.

We have already produced employment contracts and are working with the High Physician 
to ensure that all slave papers are in order. A Blue is serving as the Magistrate, he is 
available to help you address any legal problems that may arise. We produce  FC 
Contracts and you can have your FC Ceremony performed by either of us. 

These are just a few services available from the Blue Caste. As Head Scribe, I am 
available to help all citizens with matters relating to the Blue Caste.

 Prices for our services are negotiable.
 
 ((Remember to protect your property, get your slave papers here, ask me for a discount))
 
  ~Lady Dez
 Head Scribe for the City of Landa



________________________

GREEN CASTE

- SUPPLIES

With some help the infirmary shall be ready to received the injured ( hope not so much) but 
we are indeed run shortly on supplies and i do not know of any merchants who would 
travel to get me some.

Also for the free, with the amount of work expected it would be pleasing to have a slave 
who would assist and learn some of the green ways.

I would appreciate your assistance,
I wish you well and healthy

* Lady Dahiyah*
Physician of Landa

-NICCO WOUNDED

Hearing wails and frets of scream and fear i entered the infirmary finding Sir Nicco with a 
wound of a dagger in his chest nicely removed by the slave Bee, with a quick yet a painful 
surgery Sir Nicco was saved from death very closely.

Thankfully the dagger was not deep enough to have caused a permanent damage but 
surely such a brutal act against a scarlet is permanent.

Welcome back Sir Nicco!

* Lady Dahiyah*
Physician of Landa  

_______________________________________________

REGIONAL NEWS

- THE RUMORED CONCENTRATION OF LANDANIAN TROOPS NEAR THE VOSK AND 
SKERRY OF EINAR

by Anonymous

A Peasant reports food prices rise.  A trader buying large quantities of food and drink in 
Kassau  and the surrounding areas he then  ships the good which are loaded on vessels 
carrying no identifying mark. The Trader pays in gold of different currencies but mainly in 
Landa gold . Talk is rife in the citees is an army nearby and fear is making people hoard 
food. Peasants are to only ones to benefit.

At the Sable Tarn  inn in Sulport  the other night a group of men were seen to arrive eat 
and then depart. They ate in silence all were of the red caste, the inn keeper remarked that 



is not a band of men i would like to meet on a dark night the following not a trace of them 
was to be seen.
 
Rarius Yuroki, Ubar of Landa, to the Ianda Times: "No comment".

_______________________________________________

- OOC ANNOUNCEMENTS OF THE ADMIN

TOURIST OFFICE OF LANDA STILL CLOSED

Goreans are suspicious of strangers. People looking for a new home should have an 
reasonable storyline and roleplay in the city first or walk around as an OOC observer.

"Pikes on the walls of Gorean cities are often surmounted with the remains of unwelcome 
guests. The Gorean is suspicious of the stranger, particularly in the vicinity of his native 
walls. Indeed, in Gorean the same word is used for both stranger and enemy."
(Outlaw of Gor)

"Wanderers" and "travellers" of Gor are outlaws. Merchants wear a white and golden tunic 
in Gor. 

GATE POLICY OF LANDA 11.0

- Slaves cannot open the outer main gate alone (only OOC) but they can get in and out 
through the small door if they have ICly chores to do at the docks.

- Slaves are not allowed to linger outside or on the docks, especially if strangers are there. 
Unless their owners had allowed it. However, should you get captured while lingering 
outside, the owner will be help responsible.

-  Warriors, when they are in the city, must be alert and open the gates even if their pants 
are down. No ifs butts or maybe's about it.. If they don't want to be bothered with 
protecting the city, they need to go to Landa II.  The reason for this is very important. FW 
and slaves can not be attacked with out Warriors around. but furring Warriors or Warriors 
who are busy in IMs are the same as no warriors around. It is dangerous to have a Warrior 
in the city who is not present.

- Free women are allowed to open the gate, when no Warriors are here. A  FW is  safe 
from attack with out Warriors around,

- Do not open the gate for strangers without asking for name and home stone and caste 
(keep the log that you will be able to tell the story in case of trouble)

- You may open the gate for people who want to look around, perhaps if they are 
considering to settle here, but goreans do not like strangers, you can give them a tour 
OOC too

- People without an Home Stone and without a caste are outlaws and not allowed to enter 



(except people who want to settle here, but make that clear OOC):
5.1 Any free found to have no caste shall be declared an outlaw.  The law applies equally 
to men and women.  Those unable to show evidence of their caste shall be arrested by 
Guardsmen and held subject to verification.  Men found to be outlaws shall be executed. 
Women shall be enslaved and sold from the public block. Those calling themselves Pirates 
shall be considered no different than Outlaws.  They shall be subject to the same 
penalties. (Caste Laws and public laws of Landa, chapter 4)

- Merchants are allowed to enter if they show their caste colors white and gold.

- Rules of Landa:
  - Raiders or non-citizens of Landa can not attack a slave if there are no warriors present, 
unless the slave attacks them, is threatening or disrespectful to them.

- Raiders or non-citizens of Landa can not attack a free woman if there are no Warriors 
present, unless the free woman physically attacks them.

- Strangers are not allowed to carry bows and crossbows inside the city walls.

- Never mention the secret tunnels and entrances.

GROUPS IN LANDA
Isle of Landa Land Group (to rezz, to set home, to open the gates, to pass phantom doors)
Isle of Landa Slave House (slave gossip OOC, for example to get a tag of the privately 
owned slaver houses)
Landa Blue Caste
Landa Green Caste
Landa Council
Landa Merchant Caste
Landa Moderators
Landa Scarlet Caste
Landa's Free Women Society (ask lady Dadiyah)
Landa Pending Citizen
Order of the Great Landa Temple

HEADS OF CASTES  IN LANDA

Rarius Yuroki (Yuroki Uriza), Admin
Sherman Easterwood, Praetor

White caste: Blessed Khered (Dorian Trevellion)
Blue caste: Dezire Sciarri, Head scribe
Red caste: Rarius Yuroki (Ubar) and Targa Runner (commander)
Green caste: Judy(girl Beck)
Black caste: Saurion of Lydius (Khampoh Resident), Master Assassin
Merchant caste: Ribbon (LaceyRibbon String)

Head Slaver: Arris Vesuvino (HoV)

Moderators:



Yuroki Uriza (Ubar)
Saurion of Lydius (Khampoh Resident), Master Assassin
Micka Toros, peasant
jamie Reverie, slave

LANDA COLLAR LAW
Slaves - Collars  
Female adult slaves must wear locked slave collars at all times in public.  Removal of the 
collar by one other than the slave's owner or without the order of a Magistrate is a crime 
punishable by fines and imprisonment.  
Sherman Easterwood
Praetor of Landa

HOUSES FOR RENT IN LANDA II (combat sim)

- It is important to understand that Landa II is meant for occasional enjoyment. It is not 
meant as an alternative for role playing in the City of Landa. We will be forced to take the 
house back if most of your time is spent in Landa II instead of in the city.

- No one should move into any house without first contacting Lady Dezire Sciarri. Should 
she not be online, you can reach her by e-mail  at  deziresciarri@live.com or send just 
send her an IM.

-Currently there are 4 houses left, for rent, in Landa II. The largest is reserved for a large 
family or for multiple families to share.

- Houses in the Landa II  residential area are for rent. Interested people should be Landa 
Citizens for at least 2 weeks and should have a history of avid RP within the City. After 
renting the house they should continue to  actively contribute to life in Landa..

- The houses rent for  $300 L per week. We are low on prims, please make an effort to 
keep  it at 100 prims or lower. 

GM WARE
If you need GM ware goods ask me, we have our own server in Landa. You can transport 
items between your Server and your meter HUD Note though that the Meter HUD can only 
carry 10 items at once.
Version 4.2 changes what items can be manufactured, so that now only Raw materials can 
be manufactured.
This is to prepare for the upcoming GM crafting which is one of the biggest project GM 
team has taken on.
With crafting then you will be able to craft other things from the raw materials, depending 
on avatar skill. (Yes for example blacksmith starts with little skill but can over time learn 
more skill and make more advanced  things).  This is a big project with hundreds of items, 
levels and skills.  We felt it was important to get out new RP server in advance so that 
users can start manufacturing level 1 raw materials which will be useful as soon as GM 
Crafting hits the street.

_______________________________________________



ADVERTISEMENTS AND JOB OFFERS

- HOUSE OF VESUVINO GOREAN SLAVERHOUSE

located in the city of Landa

Self governed by Arris Vesuvino, Independent from  any and all city counsel and or outside 
administration of this Slaver.

The Culture is a harsh barbaric world, where ALL Women are at risk of being enslaved.
Deep in the belly too, of every female is a desire, to be forced  to yield to the ruthless 
domination of a magnificent, uncompromising male, this completely clear in their fantasies.

When these fantasies or the heart is left unfulfilled these "needs" lead to frustration and 
women tend to express themselves in  neurosis, hysteria and hostility, any  women that 
doesn't agree with this philosophy is simply lying to herself. Which can be the most 
damaging to their mental stability and health and to any such future relationships causing 
them to fail miserably. Who in their "right" mind would want  this and thus to disrespect 
"themselves" in such manner? Only someone who is on a self destructive path.

- HOUSE OF YUROKI (HoY) GOREAN SLAVERHOUSE

The House of Yuroki is a privately owned and run Slaver House.  The owner is Rarius 
Yuroki (Yuroki Uriza). That means that it functions separately from any city council and 
administration.  However, our purpose overall is to provide slaves to the cities for use in 
whatever means are necessary, and to eventually sell those slaves to citizens or if a long 
period of time goes by without interest and the slave is underused, to the highest gorean 
bidder at an invitational auction open to goreans from across Gor.

"Whereas members of the caste of slavers are slavers, not all slavers are members of the 
caste of slavers." 
(Magicians of Gor pg 315)

- HOY BANK OF LANDA

Most cities have a Street of Coins, an area where banking is done. "Sometimes, of course, 
certain areas specialize in, or are known for, given types of services or products. Each city 
usually has, for example, its "Street of Coins." On such a street, or in such an area, its 
banking will largely be done. Similarly most cities will have their "Street of Brands," on 
which street, or in which area, one would expect to find the houses of its slavers. (Fighting 
Slave of Gor)

Landa has its own bank and coins. The bank is privately owned, but the company got a 
banking license from the city of Landa, the mint too.

 We need merchants who would be able to establish trading connections with cities which 
use similar coin systems. Two copper coins paid monthly. To make your own coins and 
income would be possible.



- CITY OF LANDA

The city of Landa is recruiting all castes. Lower castes are welcome too! 

We are looking for:
Fishermen
Goat Keepers
Drovers
Perfumers
Artisans (sub castes: Painter, Pot Makers, Saddle Makers, Metal Workers, Blacksmiths, 
Leather Makers, Poets)
Woodsmen (sub castes: Wood Carriers, Charcoal Makers, Carvers)
Entertainers (sub castes: Singers, Musicians)
Cryptographers
_______________________________________________

ROLEPLAY

- MIXING OOC AND IC - EXAMPLE

QUOTE [01:43:42]  [Free woman of landa]: oh god...let just kill her

[02:10]  Yuroki Uriza: first: there ar no gods on gor! (and no "hell", "heaven" etc)

QUOTE [01:43:02]  [slave of Landa]: *me lowered her eyes and tried to find a proper pose 
for her widened thighs as there was a Mistress so close by..
QUOTE [01:43:26]  [Free woman of landa]: forget the damn pose girl answer the questions

[02:11]  Yuroki Uriza: third: she did not speak out "pose", you cannot read her thoughts!

[02:13]  Yuroki Uriza: 4th that is a good example - I will delete the names and publish it in 
the times to explain the difference between ooc and ic

- PILGRIMAGE

The pilgrimage is a thrilling idea for role playing in Second Life Gor, it is the role play 
background itself and is a way for pilgrims to explore the amazing and wild world of Gor 
more or less in safty.
Pilgrims to the Sardar mountains have to endure endless journeys, have to travel through 
dangerous regions and visit a lot of cities, villages and camps.
The pilgrimage is not only an idea for the pilgrims, it also enriches the entire world of SL 
Gor. 
Go !!! join the adventure, contact: Luqara Darkwatch 

http://www.ta-sardar-gor.net/index.php/en/

_______________________________________________



ONLINISM OF THE WEEK

The slave looked up at him with her shiny new ruby collar glittering off of the tavern 
firelight. She looked so beautiful as she spoke. "Alright Master, now if you want permission 
to talk to me you will allow me to design the website as I please and I will decide who I will 
serve". What else could he do? He had never read a Gor book and had no idea if her 
actions were permitted. If he wanted to own her he must surrender to her demands and 
hand her own leash over to her, so of course he did. 
(Witless of Gor, Page 10)
_______________________________________________

The Landa Times: http://www.gorean-forums.com/


